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    C-2000P Unique Circle Cutter for FabricsC-2000P Unique Circle Cutter for Fabrics
3cm to 22cm3cm to 22cm  £30.35£30.35 
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 Description  Description 

C-2000P Unique Rotary Circle Cutter for FabricsC-2000P Unique Rotary Circle Cutter for Fabrics

Cutting circles in fabrics just got a whole lot easier, cut a precise circle from 3 – 22cm inCutting circles in fabrics just got a whole lot easier, cut a precise circle from 3 – 22cm in
diameter, easy to use,  realise locking screw slide to size and lock into position, apply slightdiameter, easy to use,  realise locking screw slide to size and lock into position, apply slight
pressure on centre pivot point to hold in position, rotate cutting blade to cut, leaves no trace ofpressure on centre pivot point to hold in position, rotate cutting blade to cut, leaves no trace of
any centre pivot pinany centre pivot pin

pivot side surface is marked with ruler (cm) increments, for arcuate diameter size settingpivot side surface is marked with ruler (cm) increments, for arcuate diameter size setting
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Cutting DiametersCutting Diameters

Minimum: 3cmMinimum: 3cm
Maximum: 22cmMaximum: 22cm

Cut circles on thin material or scribe lines on tough thick materials.Cut circles on thin material or scribe lines on tough thick materials.

Perfect for making art & crafts project, model making, scrapbooks, sign making and other light-Perfect for making art & crafts project, model making, scrapbooks, sign making and other light-
duty jobs.duty jobs.

Circle cutter comes pre-loaded with BR-18P rotary cutting blade, ideal for precision work.Circle cutter comes pre-loaded with BR-18P rotary cutting blade, ideal for precision work.

Blade SpecificationBlade Specification

Blade diameter: 18mmBlade diameter: 18mm
Blade thickness: 0.30mmBlade thickness: 0.30mm
Blade type: RotaryBlade type: Rotary
Blade colour: SilverBlade colour: Silver

Razor sharp rotary blade cuts through a wide range of materials including textiles, fabrics,Razor sharp rotary blade cuts through a wide range of materials including textiles, fabrics,
leatherette, felt, denim, lace, gasket material, thin rubber, cork, veneer sheets, balsa wood,leatherette, felt, denim, lace, gasket material, thin rubber, cork, veneer sheets, balsa wood,
card, paper, thin plastic, vinyl, banner material, vehicle wrap vinyl.card, paper, thin plastic, vinyl, banner material, vehicle wrap vinyl.

Works for both right and left handed users, Rotary cutting wheel allows cutting in a clockwiseWorks for both right and left handed users, Rotary cutting wheel allows cutting in a clockwise
motion or anti-clockwisemotion or anti-clockwise

Easy tool free blade change.Easy tool free blade change.

Readily available replacement Blade: BR-18PReadily available replacement Blade: BR-18P
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